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The paper focuses on superlattices consisting of two coplanar fragments of one-layer graphene nanoribbons 

that have different width and are connected at an angle. Classification of such superlattices was carried out; 

their electronic properties were studied using the tight-binding method. It was demonstrated that in 

superlattices consisting of two fragments of graphene nanoribbons with armchair edges connected at an angle 

of 60º, the band gap can be regulated by the number of dimeric carbon atom chains of one of the fragments. In 

that case one can observe a periodic dependence of the band gap on the number of chains with a characteristic 

period equal to three dimeric chains. The number of dimeric chains of the second superlattice fragment 

regulates the average band gap value near which the periodic oscillations occur, as well as the amplitude of 

those oscillations. Therefore, one can accomplish a sufficiently precise band gap tuning for such structures. 

Such tuning can find its wide application in the booming carbon nanoelectronics industry when creating 

generators, amplifiers and sensors in the nanochains. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade, the international research community has paid a lot of attention to graphene and its 

nanostructured derivatives, such as graphene nanoribbons [1–3], regarding them as the foundation for future carbon 

electronics [4], that is expected to replace today’s silicon electronics. Electronic applications of graphene are likely to 

be associated with its use as a flexible substrate in VLSI schemes (VLSI stands for Very Large Scale Integration), on 

which the optoelectronic chains will be created by methods of nanolithography [5, 6]. Therefore, the basic components 

of carbon electronics will consist of quasi-one-dimensional graphene structures that graphene nanoribbons essentially 

are. Today, researchers are working on the theoretical and experimental studies of their application as passive elements, 

namely interconnectors [7, 8], waveguides [9, 10], and dividers [11]. They also pay attention to the active elements of 

electronic circuits, such as amplifiers and switches [12–14]. The band gap of the structures used plays an important role 

in both cases: in the case of passive elements it is important for resistance matching, while in the case of active elements 

it is crucial for creation of heterojunctions. Band gap can be engineered by two methods: by doping individual ribbon 

sections [15, 16] and by engineering its shape [17–20]. Taking into account significant progress in the synthesis of 

graphene nanoribbons and one-dimensional structures with more complex shapes [21], this paper offers a theoretical 

study of the functional capabilities presented by band gap engineering in superlattices on the basis of graphene 

nanoribbons by means of engineering their structure.  

CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE 

The crystalline structure of the examined zigzag-shaped superlattices on the basis of graphene nanoribbons is 

presented in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Structure of the zigzag-shaped superlattice A60(2,2; 1,5/3) and the main vectors characterizing it: A  and B  are 

atoms from different graphene sublattices. The apex points are located on different positions ( 1S , 2S  and 3S ) for 

different superlattice types as indicated in Table 1. 

Three vectors can describe the unit cell of such a structure: two vectors 1L  and 2L  that describe the shape of 

the superlattice edge and one vector W that characterizes its width. We shall call 1L , 2L  the shoulder vectors and 

W the width vector. Each of the vectors introduced can be presented by some translation vector of the two-dimensional 

hexagonal graphene lattice and written as follows: 

 1 2n m C a a , 

where 1a , 2a  are elementary translation vectors of the hexagonal graphene lattice, ,n  m  are whole numbers. In the 

general case n  and m  take independent values. Therefore, in order to describe the suggested structures, one needs to 

set six numbers. However, it is difficult to carry out classification in this case, so let us consider the following approach. 

For crystallographic directions, for which n  and m  have the greatest common divisor, vector C can be presented as 

follows: 

 1 2

n m
c c
c c

 
   

 
C a a v , 

where n c , m c  are whole numbers, v  is some vector, let us call it “elementary vector”, c  is the greatest common 

divisor for n  and m . Therefore, by means of elementary vector introduction one can fixate the crystallographic 

direction. This can be conveniently done for vectors 1L , 2L , in order to set the superlattice type. Two crystallographic 

direction are identified in the hexagonal graphene lattice; they are called zigzag and armchair. In Fig. 1, they are 

indicated with a dotted line 2–2 and a dashed line 1–1 respectively. Elementary vector v  has the lowest values along 

those directions. Let us introduce vectors 1 , 2 corresponding to shoulder vectors 1L , 2L  in such a way that they 

would be fixated along the zigzag or the armchair direction. Such fixation could also be performed for the width vector, 

as it was done in [22, 23], but in this case it is better not to do that for the following reason. As one can see from Fig. 1, 

the unit cell can be presented as two fragments of ordinary ribbons 1F , 2F  lying in the same plane and connected at an 

angle, and the crystallographic direction of the vector W determines the width of fragments 1F and 2F . That is why, in 

order to study the dependence of electronic properties on the width of each fragment, it is necessary to save its setting 

by means of two indices 1w , 2w . Furthermore, it is convenient to set the vector W via elementary vectors 1 , 2 , in 
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order for indices 1w , 2w to characterize the width of the corresponding fragments in length units of elementary 

vectors 1 , 2 . In the present paper let us limit ourselves to the symmetrical case, when both vectors 1 , 2  are 

characterized by directions of the same type: either zigzag or armchair. This imposes limitations on the possible angles 

between them. As a result, one can distinguish four structure types: Z60, Z120, A60 and A120. The table presents the 

elementary vectors and a coordinate of the apex point iS  ( 1, 2, 3i  ) for each superlattice type. As it is shown in Fig. 

1, the origin of coordinates coincides with one of the atoms of the A -sublattice. 

 

TABLE 1. Coordinates of elementary vectors and apex point iS  in the basis 1a , 2a  for different superlattice types 

Vectors and 

positions 
Z60 Z120 A60 A120 

1   1,0   1, 1   2, 1   2, 1  

2   0,1   0,1   1,1   1,2  

iS  1;i   1 3, 1 3   1;i   1 3, 1 3   2;i   1 6, 1 3  3;i   1 6,1 6  

Within each type, a specific superlattice is determined by the set of four numbers:  2121 ,;, ww , where 1w  

and 2w  can be fractional numbers divisible by1 3  for structures А60 and А120. Increase by 1 in one of the indices 1w , 

2w  for structures Z60 and Z120 corresponds to adding one zigzag-type carbon chain to the corresponding fragment, 

and increase by 1/3 in one of the indices for structures A60 and A120 – to adding one dimeric chain. As it is 

demonstrated further on, the electronic properties of superlattices can vary considerably depending on the number and 

type of the above-mentioned elements.  

ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES 

Using the tight-binding method, we have studied the dependence of the band gap of the described zigzag-

shaped superlattices on their geometric parameters. The calculations took into account only the π-orbits, the overlap 

integrals of which were set to zero. The nearest neighbors were taken into account up to the third order. Hopping 

integrals were selected as in [24]: 1 3.2t    eV, 2 0t   eV, 3 0.3t    eV. In order to study the above-mentioned 

dependence, the band energy spectra of all four superlattice types were calculated for the following parameters: 

;10;51   ;10;52   31,,21 w , 2 5;6;7w  . 

 
Fig. 2. Typical band spectra of zigzag-shaped graphene superlattices in the first Brillouin zone Г–Х. 
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Fig. 2 presents the typical band spectra obtained by calculations. As one can see from the figure, some of the 

structures are metallic or almost metallic. For Z60 structures this metallicity is ensured by flat multiple-degeneracy 

bands that correspond to the states, the wave function of which is localized on the structure edges and on the atom 

closest to the apex point. Similar edge states are known for zigzag-type graphene nanoribbons [25, 26]. The same kinds 

of states occur for Z120 structures, but for them in many cases degeneracy is lifted and a small band gap ~30 meV is 

formed between the edge states. For all semiconductor structures, both wide- and narrow-gap ones, one should note the 

presence of the direct band gap. One should particularly note the periodic regularities for index 1w  in the band gap of 

some structures. In the case of small indices iw  and large i  such superlattices are equivalent to the quantum dot 

chains and their spectra, as a rule, have many flat bands. However, this does not affect the periodic dependence. Let us 

now examine the indicated periodic dependences in greater detail, excluding Z60 metallic structures from consideration.  

Fig. 3 и 4 present the results of the study of band gap dependence ( gE ) on parameters 1w , 2w  for superlattices 

Z120, A60 and A120. In all the presented cases, characteristic oscillations are observed in dependences 1( )gE w . Three 

series were identified in each structure type for their analysis: 1 3 ;w p 3 1;p  3 2p   for Z120 

and 1 ;w p 1 3;p  2 3p   for A60 and A120. One can see from the general picture that oscillations can be regular 

and irregular. In the case of regular oscillations, the series are well divided by value; the lines that can connect points 

within the same series are practically not intertwisted; one can identify at least a maximal or a minimal series. In the 

case of irregular oscillations, the lines that can connect the points within the same series are intertwisted and it is 

impossible to identify a minimal or a maximal series. The regular oscillations are better visualized by sequential 

connection of points ,3,2,11 w  with a semitransparent line. The irregular oscillations are better visualized by 

connecting the points of the same series with a line. 

 
Fig. 3. Dependence of the band gap on the width indices 1w , 2w  for Z120 superlattices. 

 

As one can see from Fig. 3, there are qualitative differences for small ( 521   ) and large ( 1021   ) 

shoulder index values for Z120 structures. In the first case, one can observe the regular oscillations that slowly abate 

with the increase in 1w . One should note that it is slower than the abating 1/w known for graphene nanoribbons, where 

w is ribbon width [24, 27]. The maximal series is clearly distinguished and manifests the following dependence on 

index 2w : 1 3w p , 2 3 2w p  ; 1 3 2w p  , 2 3w p ; 1 3 1w p  , 2 3 1w p  . In the second case, one can 

observe the irregular oscillations for 1 20w  , that are replaced by regular ones at 1 20w  . In the same way as in the 
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case 521   , the amplitude of oscillations practically does not change. One should also emphasize that its 

absolute value is about 10 times lower and is characterized by milli-electronvolts. 

 
Fig. 4. Dependence of the band gap on width indices 1w , 2w  for superlattices A60 and A120. 

 

As one can see from Fig. 4, superlattices A60 and A120 are characterized by regular oscillations in dependence 

1( )gE w . At the same time, the minimal series 1 2 3w p   is clearly distinguished for А60. It is weakly dependent 

on 1w  and oscillates as a function of 2w . А120 structures have more complex regularities. Maximal series 1w p  is 

clearly distinguished in them, while the minimal one manifests itself depending on the index 2w : 1 1 3w p   

for 2 1 3w p   and 1 2 3w p   in other cases.  

In all the cases, the results are given for symmetrical superlattices ( 21   ). However, one should note that 

the results do not change qualitatively for A60 and A120 structures and all the conclusions remain in force for the 

asymmetrical structures, for which 21   . In the case of Z120 structures, when 21   , one deals with the case close 

to Z60, i.e. the structures are metallic, and when 21   , one can observe the irregular oscillations 1( )gE w  at 

1 20w  , that are replaced by metallic structures at 1 20w   (see Fig. 3). 

CONCLUSION 

This paper examines the new class of carbon nanostructures – zigzag-shaped superlattices on the basis of two 

graphene nanoribbon fragments. Classification of such superlattices was performed. The structure of the unit cells was 

described by means of elementary translations of the crystalline graphene lattice. The π-electron tight-binding method 

was used to study the dependence of the band gap on the width of ribbon fragments that make up the unit cell. It follows 

from the data obtained, that the simplest regularities in the band gap behavior occur for superlattices with armchair 

edges, where fragments connect at an angle of 60 . In particular, one observes the characteristic periodic dependence of 

the band gap on the width of one of the superlattice fragments with a period equal to three dimeric chains of carbon 

atoms. It, in turn, manifests the same dependence on the second fragment width. This simple combination of properties 
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of ordinary graphene nanoribbons with armchair edges allows greater flexibility in regulating the band gap. After 

technology of synthesis of such superlattices reaches a certain level, this phenomenon should find its application when 

creating integrated circuits on the basis of carbon nanostructures. Let us note that optical applications in the infrared 

frequency range can also be possible, provided that dipole transitions between the valence and conduction bands are 

allowed by the corresponding optical selection rules, but this issue should become the subject of future research. 

This research was supported by projects FP7 ITN NOTEDEV(FP7-607521), CACOMEL(FP7-247007), 

FAEMCAR (FP7-318617) and CANTOR (FP7-612285); EU H2020 RISE project CoExAN (H2020-644076); European 

Graphene Flagship project (604391), as well as by the Belarusian Ministry of Education (grant 20140773), Belarusian 

State University (grant 11, 2014), and the international grant AFOSR “Nanosized Cherenkov-Type Terahertz Light 

Emitter Based on Double-Walled Carbon Nanotubes and Bi-graphene Nanoribbons”. 
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